Walker, Michigan (June 2019)

**Tubelite Introduces an Improved 400SS (screw spline) Series Thermal Curtainwall**

Tubelite Inc. has completely reinvented the screw spline curtainwall product with options for glazing in the shop or field.

**System Features**

- Standard 6" (152.4mm) 7-1/2" and 10" depth systems
- 2-1/2" (63.5mm) sight line
- Outside glazed pressure-plate system available in captured and structural glazed configurations
- Standard infill option 1" (25.4mm), other infills available
- Thermally Broken using a continuous 1/4” EPDM Isolator
- Concealed screw spline fastener joinery creates smooth, monolithic appearance
- Two-piece expansion vertical & horizontal members
- Can be shop-fabricated and shop-glazed for labor savings
- Silicone compatible glazing materials for long-lasting seals
- Captured & SSG inside and outside corners available
Optional Features

- Steel reinforcing available
- Optional deep profile and bull nose covers available
- Captured & SSG verticals & horizontals available
- Aluminum, Polyamide and Thermal pressure plates available
- Easily integrates with Tubelite’s, Entrances, 3700 and Phantom 5000 Insert Vents, Maxblock Sunshades, and aLuminate Light Shelves
- Deep and heavy-weight mullions available
- Outside and Inside 90° captured and SSG corners
- Lifting lugs for shop glazed panels

Product Applications

- Ideal for low to mid-rise applications where high performance is desired

Please visit www.tubeliteinc.com to learn more about Tubelite’s new TerraPorte terrace doors’ design details, test reports, installation instruction and specific performance data.